CYQQ is now open for VFR & IFR circuits/approaches!
Slot times are currently available Monday-Friday 0900-1700 and can be obtained by calling 250-339-8211 ext. 8848 or by contacting Comox Tower or Comox Terminal airborne.
FAQ
General
What are the costs for slot times, landing fees, etc.?
We do not charge anything to book a slot time! Simply give Comox Tower a call either the day before or the day of your planned flight and book, or call us on the radio if you didn’t plan ahead! If we have the capacity, we’ll make it happen for you. Fees for circuits are charged at a rate of 20% the cost of a landing fee per touch-and-go, and are scaled based on aircraft type/weight. No fees are charged for low approaches.
Can I mix IFR and VFR work?
Definitely. You are welcome to alternate between IFR and VFR work based on what you need to achieve; just let the controller know what you’d like to do!
 I want to park at the airport/get fuel, do I need to do anything else?
Yes, in order to stop and park at CYQQ you must obtain a PPR through Wing Operations, in accordance with the requirements in the Canada Flight Supplement.
VFR
Do I need to book a slot time to do a single circuit on my way through your airspace?
No! If you’re flying through and want to do a touch-and-go/stop-and-go/etc. on your way to another airport, just ask! A single circuit does not require a slot time; if the controller is able to accommodate your request, they will.
IFR
Do I need to book a slot time to conduct IFR training in Comox Terminal airspace, or to other airports that Comox Terminal services?
No! Comox Terminal does not currently require slot times for training in Terminal airspace, unless you are planning to conduct multiple successive approaches/circuits into CYQQ.
Can I pick an IFR clearance in the air?
Yes! Comox Terminal is able to issue you a “popup” IFR clearance, even if you haven’t filed an IFR flight plan. Just contact Comox Terminal on 123.7 while operating VFR in Comox Terminal airspace along with your request. If you intend to fly IFR to/from an airport outside Comox Terminal airspace, you will need to file an IFR flight plan!
Do you have any preferred routes/preferred approaches in Terminal airspace?
We have a variety of approaches into a variety of airports that are able to suit whatever your needs are for training or proficiency. From ILSes to NDBs, RCAP approaches (CBS8), Control Tower/FSS/uncontrolled airport environments, we have the ability to provide you all of your cross-country IFR needs within our airspace! If you have specific requirements, simply include it in your flight plan or let us know in the air!
One of the most common IFR training routes we have is known as the “iron triangle” which is an approach in CYPW, followed by an approach in CYBL followed by an approach in CYQQ.
Can I do upper IFR airwork, holds, etc.?
Absolutely! Let us know what kind of airspace/altitude blocks/etc. you need and we will find you a place to do it.

Captain Rees Andrew
Standards Officer
Air Traffic Control, 19 Wing Comox
Rees.Andrew@forces.gc.ca / Tel: 250-339-8211 ext 7077

Airpark members note....as posted above, there is a fee applied any time the wheels touch the runway (ie. T&G, Stop&Go, Taxi back for t/o)  currently $2.40+tax ($2.58). For full stop to parking (with PPR) fee is $12.90


